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UNION 
 SNApShOT

Employees covered by 30 negotiated 
enterprise agreements

Recovered on behalf of members by the Union

67,151
New members

4,539

Members represented at the workplace or 
enterprise level

3,691

Workplace representatives provided 
training

238
Members appointed as workplace 
representatives

447

Collective agreements in current 
operations

80+

$9,204,516
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When we look back on 2017 in time to come, I believe this 

year will be marked as a crucial turning point in the Australian 

finance industry, a juncture where the game truly changed. 

The critical issues FSU members have been campaigning on 

for many years, such as the dangers of conflicted pay models, 

predatory business practice and unethical corporate behaviour 

finally went mainstream, becoming important matters of national 

interest. Restoring trust suddenly became the catch cry of bank 

executives at every opportunity. Politicians and regulators, 

working with us, took the first steps to address the many 

scandals arising from systems we knew must change. Then, just 

as that tide was well and truly turning, an announcement came 

from NAB CEO Andrew Thorburn in early November that 6000 

jobs would be slashed over the next three years. One in four 

NAB workers now face a terribly uncertain future, no longer able 

to count on a job and the economic security that working in a 

successful and hugely profitable industry should bring. 

While FSU members have embedded and will continue to 

advance the cultural change so desperately needed in our 

industry, we find ourselves in a period of revolutionary change 

in the nature of work through the rise of technology. With the 

enormity of that challenge before us, we cannot afford to take a 

back seat and allow the industry to change around us. We  

must grow our strength and renew our vigour like never before. 

We must take our organising and campaigning efforts to 

another level.

NATIONAL 
pRESIdENT REpORT

Lou Arnfield
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That will be no mean feat. 2017 was a big picture year 

for FSU, one where we began to reshape the industry 

to better serve customers, staff and communities. 

Amongst the many amazing wins for finance workers 

there was none bigger than 16.7 million dollars in 

unpaid superannuation being reclaimed for part time 

workers in CBA. The organising efforts which made 

that happen were massive, and the win wouldn’t 

have been realised without the hard grind being 

done – thousands upon thousands of conversations 

in workplaces across the country, and members 

everywhere willing to engage and demand the bank 

do the right thing. Congratulations to all involved in 

that outstanding achievement. But with the future of 

so many finance jobs on the line, no one can afford 

to stand on the side-lines now, it will take every one 

of us and many more to be involved and get active. 

Having a strong union presence in every workplace 

will always be the key to ensuring our voice is heard 

and our collective strength is realised. To make this 

happen, FSU will train and support new and existing 

workplace reps to speak to more finance workers and 

bring them into our union. There are no short cuts 

in building these networks and I encourage you to 

take every opportunity to become more involved and 

help others do the same. We can win a fairer finance 

industry and a better future for all when we work 

together, and when we never give up. 

But for now, please find time to rest and recharge over 

the Christmas and new year period if you can. Take 

care, and enjoy happy times with family and friends. 

See you in 2018!

Campaigners in QLD take to the streets - it’s what we do!
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This time last year, I had just started my role as 

National Secretary – on returning to work after the 

birth of my third daughter – and what an amazing  

12 months we have had together. My vision is to build 

a bold, confident, and forward-looking union, focused 

on renewal and growth.  

This Annual Report showcases our significant 

achievements, and our areas of focus for the future – 

our landmark CBA superannuation victory, our fight for 

a fairer finance industry, the work we have started in 

building an industry plan for the future of the finance 

industry, and stepping up to Change The Rules. 

Together we are building a union that is stronger and 

more effective.

As you review the successes of the Union, I hope 

that you can see the important role you have played. 

This year, more members have joined with us than in 

the previous year, and more reps have stepped up to 

engage in campaigns. We have demonstrated that by 

building power we can shift the bosses and win for 

finance workers.  

As we wrap up 2017, I want to reflect on the 

significance of the recent announcement of a Royal 

Commission into Banking, Superannuation and 

Financial Services. For me, this announcement 

demonstrates what we achieve when we work 

together towards our shared vision. Our activism 

has taken many forms, including contributing to 

government and industry inquiries, to constantly 

speaking to the media. Each of us has used every 

opportunity to create change, and to focus on the 

need for reform of management and executive-driven 

culture. Our fair finance campaign has acknowledged 

that sustainable improvement in the ethical standing 

and cultural practices across our industry will require 

legislative changes. To build real change for workers, 

there must be a serious commitment to improved 

staffing resources, skills development and training for 

finance employees.  

A Royal Commission must focus on the decision-

makers, and particularly the design and impact 

of remuneration models in the industry. This is an 

opportunity to build change that will benefit the 

community we serve and restore the professional 

standing of our finance workers.  

Every day, we will fight to improve the lives of finance 

sector workers.

We will continue to highlight the systemic problems 

caused by failed leadership of our industry. We will 

not allow the Royal Commission to focus on individual 

workers, and we won’t allow any employer to 

scapegoat workers. 

At the same time, we will continue to build our vision 

for a better finance industry. Like you, I am committed 

to building a healthy and prosperous banking and 

financial services industry that does the right thing by 

the community, and the right thing by those who work 

in it. I am excited about our vision for 2018, and am 

looking forward to working with you to achieve it. 

NATIONAL 
SECRETARy REpORT

Julia Angrisano
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The Royal Commission is a massive

A Royal Commission into 
banking culture and systemic 
failures can finally deliver 
much-needed change for staff 
and customers.

FOR UNION
MEMBERS

Left: Julia Angrisano at 
the FSU Conference 2017. 
Below: we announced 
the Royal Commission 
on social media with a 
celebratory meme.
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The Finance Industry Today

Billion dollar investments in new technologies 

across the finance sector. Digitisation of traditional 

finance sector jobs. Increasing scrutiny on the sector 

following numerous scandals. The changing nature of 

work in Australia. This is what finance sector workers 

in Australia are facing today.

The same workers are driving the largest contributor 

to the national economy, with the finance sector 

contributing around $140 billion to GDP over 

the 2016/2017 financial year. With hundreds of 

thousands of people employed in the sector, it is and 

will continue to be critically important to Australia’s 

economy, and to our communities.

Despite the critical role of finance sector workers, 

we are seeing large industry employers reduce staff 

numbers as more functions are digitised. Increasing 

numbers of roles are technology focused.

Without a comprehensive industry plan, finance 

workers are at risk of being left behind.

Building an Industry Plan

An industry plan sets out our vision for the finance 

sector and its workers as the industry transitions. The 

plan will describe where the finance sector is today, 

assess the key challenges, and then look to the future 

we are looking to build, and how we will create it.

The finance industry is facing a period of 

unprecedented disruption. How the industry 

approaches this period will fundamentally determine 

its profitability and sustainability. It will also shape 

the reputation of the industry with its customers, 

regulators, and the community.

At the heart of the finance sector is its workers.

It is almost certain that you or someone you know 

works in the finance sector. Finance sector workers 

contribute every day to the success of the industry, 

which benefits all Australians. If the finance industry  

is serious about rebuilding trust and confidence, 

then it will make its workers the highest priority as the 

sector evolves.

BLUEpRINT FOR 
ThE FUTURE

The FSU Blueprint sets out our guiding principles to develop an industry plan 

for the future of the finance sector in Australia. The FSU will engage with finance 

workers, stakeholders, government and communities to develop solutions to the 

challenges we face in the finance sector.

These solutions, and the way ahead to achieve them, form the heart of the 

industry plan we will develop.
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By working with finance sector workers to create an 

industry plan, we are building a new approach to the 

way the industry develops and supports its 450,000 

workers across the country.

The Voice of Finance Workers

Finance workers make a vital contribution to the 

finance sector through their insights into their role, 

the sector, their customers and communities. The 

ongoing profitability and sustainability of the finance 

sector is dependent on its workers. Particularly 

during this period of change, finance workers must 

be properly engaged as their commitment to the 

success of the industry is essential. Finance workers 

are also the people that will be most affected by the 

impending changes and they must be heard.

FSU Town Hall meetings were held across the country in 2017, 
to hear the thoughts of Finance Sector workers on the future of 
the sector. Here, clockwise from top left, are NSW, VIC, and WA.
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What’s Next?

The FSU is engaging with finance workers 

across the industry to build this Blueprint into 

our Industry Plan. We will be engaging with 

Government, regulators, policymakers and 

experts from across the finance industry.

Importantly, we will be engaging communities 

to ensure that their voices are heard. 
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The FSU has a proud history of winning 

improvements for workers in our industry and we 

have made inroads when it comes to improving 

the working lives of women in our industry.

This year has seen improvements in the number 

of employers who have some paid family and 

domestic violence leave included in their 

enterprise agreements, and FSU is taking part in 

the “We Won’t Wait” campaign demanding 10 

days of paid leave be included in the National 

Employment Standards.

2018 is going to be our biggest year yet as we 

take on some of the biggest issues facing women 

in our industry. There are so many challenges 

ahead of us, yet FSU has demonstrated, time 

FSU WOmEN’S 
AgENdA

Smashing the gender pay gap, improving paid parental leave, making 

women’s retirement incomes fair – the FSU Women’s Agenda is our vision 

for building better lives for women in the finance sector.

For the We Won’t Wait campaign for Domestic Violence Leave, FSU 
members and staff across the country took photos to show their support.
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and time again, that we are able to deliver significant 

change. This coming year our focus will turn not only to 

the future of work, but to a future where women’s role 

at work is equally valued. 

Women still earn a staggering 31.9% less than 

their male counterparts. This enormous gender 

pay gap has not moved in the past 20 years. 

The causes are complex and include structural 

inequalities in the industry, the “caring burden” 

carried disproportionately by women, and the lack of 

transparency when it comes to pay systems across all 

sections of the industry.

The fact that women earn so much less than men, 

and take on far more of the unpaid caring work than 

their male counterparts , means that women are 

retiring with substantially less superannuation than 

men. Unfortunately, this often leads to increasing rates 

of poverty and homelessness amongst women when 

they retire.  Superannuation was structured for full time 

workers who work full time job from when they finish 

their education until retirement, and unless women’s 

work more closely aligns to this pattern the current 

system will not deliver women financially secure 

retirement. We must do better. 

The final area that the FSU Women’s Agenda will 

focus on is our parental leave systems. The finance 

industry was an early adapter of paid parental leave 

as employers in our industry understood early on the 

economic benefit of providing paid parental leave. 

The benefits are not only that of the individual families 

who benefit from a period of paid leave where they 

can concentrate on ensuring the best start in life for 

their new babies, but to their employers as well. We 

can now boast that 75% of our industry provides 

some additional paid parental leave – but it’s not 

enough. FSU will be leading the fight to extend paid 

parental leave schemes so that all families can benefit 

from having a parent at home for the first 6 months of 

a newborn’s life.

We want you to be a part of it.

Let us know by emailing us at info@fsunion.org.au if 

you’d like to participate in a local committee either at 

work or in your home state. 

Early next year we will be launching our FSU Women’s 

Agenda – stay tuned for more details! It promises to be 

a year of action making improvements for women in 

the finance industry. 
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2 column

We were excited and proud to launch the NAB Vic/
Tas Women’s Committee in July, with 10 founding 
Members from our Melbourne-based central sites. 
A lot of effort and teamwork went into establishing 
the committee. It was built from our current Rep 
base, after consultation with each of the women 
individually. At the end of 2017 we have 13 
members, after reps from our Retail patch eagerly 
joined us in September. 

To create a strong foundation for the network, 
we knew we needed to work together. All of the 
women participated firstly in a WRAW (Women’s 
Rights at Work) Chat, allowing them to identify 

the challenges they face as women at work. 
The WRAW chat was also the basis used in 
constructing their Agenda for change at work.  

In preparation for securing the wins required, the 
women established both a Mission statement 
and a Charter for the committee. Using the ACTU 
framework, the women created their own NAB 
specific charter that defines what needs to be 
done under the topics of: Balancing Our Lives; 
Equal Pay and Equal Treatment; Rights at Work 
and Minimum Standards; a Voice at Work and in 
the Community; Occupational Health and Safety; 
and an End to Gendered Violence.

The FSU WoMEN’S NETWoRk@NAB
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one of our greatest wins in a year of successes 

was the CBA superannuation case. Six FSU members 

working at CBA assisted in making the case for 

reimbursement of superannuation, by putting 

their names and pay-slips forward as examples of 

underpayment. This proved that CBA’s previous 

refusal to pay the super was wrong. 

Fairy Rhoden, one of the six FSU members said, “It 

just wasn’t fair. I had raised this issue myself with my 

manager and was told that this was just the way it is. 

By getting the FSU involved and being part of the 

campaign has meant that this unfair practice has now 

been put right.”

FSU raised these concerns with CBA. On 2 March 

CBA wrote to the FSU, acknowledging that additional 

hours worked by part-time employees should also 

attract superannuation payments. At the same time, 

CBA agreed to add annual leave, long service leave 

and sick leave accruals for these additional hours. 

They agreed to review all part time employees’ 

employment for the last 8 years.

This is a big win for FSU members who have worked 

together to ensure that CBA paid their employees their 

full entitlements. We welcomed CBA’s agreement 

to pay the additional super and add the extra leave 

accruals after getting it wrong for the past 8 years. 

This is the culmination of over a year-long FSU 

campaign driven by our members to see justice 

over the underpayment of entitlements, especially 

underpaid superannuation.

Finally, FSU ruffled feathers at the CBA AGM in 

November, forcing CBA to finally disclose the interest 

paid on unpaid super – a whopping $6 million dollars. 

That brings the full amount FSU has recovered for 

workers to an astonishing $22 million dollars. 

CBA SUpER 
WIN
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NSW LEC members holding the Update that was sent out to members at 
the time. Our LECs rang CBA members to tell them about the win.

Right: Charmane Hollyock, 
President of the CBA Local 
Enterprise Council, received her 
congratulatory certificate from 
WA Local Executive Secretary, 
Dianne Marshall, in celebration 
of the win. 

Charmane said of the win, “This 
is what we do. Union members 
working together to protect our 
entitlements. Despite a number 
of individual part timers trying 
to fix this error it took union 
members working together to 
force CBA to agree to fix the 
problem and reimburse those 
affected”, she said.
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Workplace laws in Australia are broken. Wage growth is 

the lowest it has ever been, but profits are up.  Inequality is at a 70 

year high. 40% of the workforce is now in insecure work. A whole 

generation does not know what it is like to have a paid sick day 

or a paid holiday. The richest 1% of Australians owns more wealth 

than the bottom 70% of Australian citizens combined.

In the finance sector, every day, we are seeing how the rules 

are broken. We know that corporations have too much power, 

and that they have used that power to ensure that the rules are 

skewed in their favour.  

Finance workers feel the impact of this imbalance, and lack of 

fairness every day. On the ground, the rules need to change 

because finance workers are doing unpaid overtime more than 

ever. Workplace stress and bullying are common experiences. 

Management obsession with targets and costs cutting are 

making lives harder for finance workers.

It is the workers in the finance industry, not management, who 

experience the worst impacts of the broken workplace laws 

currently in Australia.

For the members of the Finance Sector Union, changing the 

rules means fundamentally changing workplace laws in Australia 

to restore fairness.  Finance Sector workers know that workplace 

laws drive culture in the sector. To fix the issues in the finance 

sector, the laws need to change.

ChANgE 
ThE RULES

Australia needs better and stronger rights at work to re-balance 

the system. Australian union members are building a movement 

to change the rules to bring fairness back to Australia.
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Finance Sector Union members are committed to 

changing the rules, and our campaign has already 

started.  Over the coming months, we will be joining 

with workers across the union movement to build a 

campaign to change the rules to bring fairness back 

to Australia.

FSU members, and all workers in Australia have an 

important contribution to make to Change the Rules.  

We encourage all FSU members to contact their local 

branch to talk about how they can get involved.  We 

know that it will take all of us working together to 

Change the Rules to restore fairness in Australia. 

Click here to take the Change the Rules Survey
and share your experiences around fairness at work 
in Australia. What needs to change?

Together, we can change the rules.

What needs to change? Take the Change the Rules Survey 
to let us know your experiences and your perspectives on fairness 
at work in Australia. 

Together, we can change the rules.

A key part of this campaign is gathering perspectives and stories from people who have been affected by unfairness at work 

in Australia. This graphic links to an important survey which will gather workers’ priorities about what needs to change, at 

www.surveymonkey.com/r/TQ7Q8NC. Please encourage your networks to take the survey and share it around.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/TQ7Q8NC
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National Conference Motion
“After more than three decades of neoliberal attacks on working people and their unions, 
inequality is at a 70 year high and wage growth the lowest in a generation. Trickle-down 
economics has failed the Australian people. The laws that were designed to make Australia 
fair are broken and need to be changed.

Corporations have too much power. Finance Sector workers have experienced the brunt of 
this power first hand for over two decades. Fundamental not incremental change is needed. 
Australia needs better and stronger rights at work to re-balance the system.

This meeting of Finance Sector Union National Conference delegates commits to working 
together with all unions to change the rules.

Our campaign actions will include the following:

 Conducting workplace meetings to activate union members to support the campaign

 Making sure union members complete the Change the Rules Survey

 Talking to those workers in my workplace who are not yet union members to recruit them 
into the union and the campaign

 Attending and bringing others to the National Day of Action next year

 Getting involved in the campaign in my local community

We will continue this fight until we win changes to the rules at work and advance the interests 
of working people now and into the future.”

Moved: Julia Angrisano 
Seconded: Paul Everson

ACTU Secretary Sally MacManus spoke on the Change 

The Rules Campaign at the FSU Conference 2017
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Every day when Finance Sector Union 

members go to work, they are facing the same 

issues as their colleagues around the world.  

Trust and confidence in banking and finance 

is at all time lows globally, from the Wells Fargo 

scandals in the US, to the issues our own banks 

are facing here. 

Workers are reporting the same issues – profit 

comes above all else, including them. This 

impacts their ability to do their job, as well as their 

health and safety at work.

There is a community of finance workers around 

the world who are all working towards the same 

goals: fair pay and conditions and better conduct 

and culture. By working together globally, we can 

share experiences, build community, and create 

a plan to build a fairer finance sector.

FSU members recognize that finance workers 

around the world have vastly different rights 

and entitlements.  In some regions, we are fighting 

for fundamental human rights like the right or join 

a union and bargain collectively.  In other regions, 

we are working to empower workers as the role of 

technology in the finance sector evolves.

To improve the lives of finance sector workers, we 

will target our campaigns at a local, national and 

FAIR FINANCE: ThE 
FIghT IS gLOBAL

Above: Alicia Clancy, Julia Angrisano and Kilian Colin. 
Kilian travelled to Australia to speak about his experiences 

campaigining for fair finance in campaigns that centred 
around the American Wells Fargo scandals.
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2 column

international level. We will actively seek out 

opportunities for FSU members to engage with the 

issues affecting finance workers globally. Equally, 

we will draw on our finance colleagues globally to 

contribute to our local campaigns.

Finance workers globally form a powerful collective, 

and over the next year, we will be working with all FSU 

members to engage with that collective.  The fight for 

a fair finance sector is global, and this is an exciting 

time for FSU members to be involved!  
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2 column

National Conference recognises that the 
fight for a fair finance industry is a global 
fight. Finance workers across the globe 
deserve the right to pay regimes that are 
linked to good customer outcomes, they 
deserve the right to job security and they 
deserve the right to be unionised.

FSU seeks to advance the best interests 
of the union and its members with the 
support and solidarity of the international 
trade union movement, and offers other 
unions support and solidarity in return. 

Global justice for finance workers and 
our international solidarity is important 
as we continue to fight for fairer finance 
industries. Finance is a global industry 

and amidst the digital disruption and 
technological advances we cannot 
allow a race to the bottom in wages and 
conditions by some of the wealthiest 
corporations in the world. 

The FSU will ensure that its workplace 
leaders are active participants in the 
activities and campaigns of the union 
movement at the local, national and 
international level. We are in this fight 
together and together we will win for all 
finance workers.

Moved: Emma Branson 
Seconded: Steven Holloway

National Conference Motion

Clockwise from top left: Solidarity with Kilian and the crew at Victorian Trades Hall; Kilian with FSU staff and reps 
at Docklands; Kilian and Lou Arnfield, with certificate of Appreciation and framed news article; Kilian speaking at 
the ACTU NexGen17 Conference.
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All Australians deserve the opportunity to have  

a good, steady job and the dignity of work. The 

CDP is depriving tens of thousands of people of that 

opportunity. It is punitive, heavy-handed and racially 

discriminatory. The Union movement is determined to 

see it removed.

CDP workers are not actually classified as workers. 

They get paid well below the minimum wage for 

working for 25 hours a week for non-profit and now 

for-profit businesses. They are not covered by the Fair 

Work Act, they do not have federal OHS protections 

and they cannot access workers compensation. 

CDP workers cannot take annual leave, sick leave or 

carer’s leave.

The FSU is a Union sponsor of the FNWA, we will 

play a role in working with CDP workers and the 

community to give a voice to these workers who are 

being exploited.

The FNWA is a new organisation which will 

campaign to end the CDP and replace it with a 

program that works for Indigenous people rather 

than oppressing them. 

There is Strength in Numbers. Are you with us?

FIRST NATIONS 
WORkERS ALLIANCE

The First Nations Workers Alliance was established by the ACTU to 

provide Community Development Program (CDP) workers a collective 

voice to campaign for fair wages and employment conditions.

Find out more at

www.fnwa.org.au

https://fnwa.org.au/
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National Executive Resolution 10/17
That FSU supports the ACTU Indigenous Strategy 2017-2018 and 
directs the National Secretary to develop an FSU plan to give effect 
to this support.

That plan will include:

1.  FSU Representation on the ACTU Indigenous Committee;

2.  FSU Support for the strategic goals of

  a) self determination,

  b) a seat at the table,

  c) equality, and

  d) an end to the discriminatory CDP program;

3.  FSU engagement with the First Nations Workers Alliance through FSU 
becoming a Union Supporter at $500 p.a. and having a discrete focus on 
organising Indigenous workers in the finance sector.

4.  Working with ACTU and First Nations Workers Alliance to address 
the inequities and shortcomings of the superannuation system that 
disadvantage Indigenous workers.
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LIFE  
mEmBERS

Clockwise from top: Geoff Derrick, 
Linda Schofield-Olsen, and Peter Lazell.
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The receipt of Life Membership is an honour 

in any organisation. It means your peers have 

determined that you’ve provided value and 

support to an organisation over an extended 

period. It means that the organisation, partly 

through your efforts, is in better shape now than 

when you arrived.

But for a trade union, life membership means 

more than just the love of a sport, a hobby 

or some other passion. For a trade unionist, 

being awarded Life Membership means you’ve 

changed people’s lives. 

It means you’ve helped colleagues when they’ve 

struggled; it means you’ve won better wages and 

conditions; it means you’ve always fought for the 

principle of a fair go.

This isn’t easy.  But, as  unionists, we don’t expect 

things to be easy. We know better – we know that 

we are defined by the fights we choose to have. 

The fights that give our members better stories to 

tell, that give those less powerful more hope.

This year, we are delighted to award Life 

Membership to the following three members:

Geoff Derrick

Geoff has devoted 33 years of his life to the 

Finance Sector Union, much of that time as NSW/

ACT Branch Secretary. He has given extraordinary 

advice to banking workers during this time, and 

he has been a stalwart leader in turbulent times. 

Geoff’s deep knowledge of the industry meant 

he was well regarded by bankers and workers 

alike, and his powerful negotiating skills 

improved the working conditions and pay rates of 

thousands of members.

Geoff is an adornment to the broader union 

movement and will be sadly missed at the 

Finance Sector Union. We wish him all the very 

best in his next role with the Australian Council of 

Trade Unions.

Linda Schofield-olsen

Since joining the union in 1974, Linda has 

held many roles; committee member, NSW 

Conference delegate, National Conference 

delegate, National Vice President, and National 

Executive member.

Linda continued as workplace representative 

until her last day at work. Linda has spent half a 

century tirelessly advocating for her colleagues, 

winning multiple campaigns for a wide variety of 

entitlements.  

Linda has been consistently described as 

inspiring and empowering by those who’ve had 

the pleasure of knowing her. Linda takes pride 

in her integrity and honesty and has turned 

this into a lifelong pursuit of holding employers 

accountable for truth, justice and fairness.

Peter Lazell

Peter started at the Commonwealth bank in 1972, 

joining the union on his first day.  Six months 

later, Peter was a union representative, and has 

continued this role throughout.  Peter has a 

peerless knowledge of workplace health and 

safety legislation, procedures and policy.  He was 

also a recruiter par excellence, bringing hundreds 

of new members into the union. Over time, Peter’s 

knowledge and integrity made him an integral 

part of his workplace, including with managers 

who would consult him on matters…  simply 

because they knew his integrity and common 

sense would be unerring. 

The Finance Sector pays tribute to Geoff, Linda 

and Peter and thanks them for their outstanding 

contribution to the union and its members.  



To find out more, visit 
australiansuper.com

Trust that your super  
is in expert hands
With over 2.1 million members, AustralianSuper is 
Australia’s biggest super fund. It’s also the most 
trusted, having been voted Australia’s Most Trusted 
Superannuation Brand for the fifth year running. 

This means you can be confident your super is  
in the expert hands of an award-winning fund.  

Readers Digest Most Trusted Brands - Superannuation category winner for five years running 2013 – 2017. 
This information may be general financial advice which doesn’t take into account your personal objectives, situation or needs. Before making a decision about AustralianSuper, you should think about your financial requirements and refer  
to the relevant Product Disclosure Statement. AustralianSuper Pty Ltd ABN 94 006 457 987, AFSL 233788, Trustee of AustralianSuper ABN 65 714 394 898.

FSU half-price movie tickets offer

Half-price movie opportunity for the holidays

Until stocks sell out, in 2018 we are offering Hoyts movie tickets at  

half their normal price.

Hoyts adult tickets will be $7 while children’s tickets (15 years and 

younger) will be $5.50.

These tickets have an expiry date of 28 February which is a shorter  

lifespan than normal, however that is still just over two months of very 

affordable movies.

Call FSU Member Services on 1300 366 378 after the 2nd January to 

order your tickets.
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National Secretary
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The National Executive presents its 
report on the reporting unit for the 
financial year ended 30 June 2017.

Review of principal activities, the results of 
those activities and any significant changes 
in the nature of those activities during the 
year.

Review of Activities

The Finance Sector Union is a member 
based, federally registered trade union, 
representing finance sector workers who are 
actively pursuing better working lives and 
stronger communities.

The union’s activities are directed by its 
National Executive in pursuit of this aim and 
in accordance with its rules of registration.

Principally, the union’s activities consist of:

•	 Organising finance sector employees;

•	 Training and education of members;

•	 Providing individual members with 
informed and expert representation in 
workplace related matters;

•	 Maintaining and monitoring the 
compliance with relevant industrial 
awards and agreements;

•	 Collectively bargaining with employers on 
behalf of and in the interests of members;

•	 Representing and assisting members 
in all matters pursuant to the Fair Work 
(Registered Organisations) Act 2009;

•	 Representing and assisting members in all 
matters pursuant to the relevant national 
and state Work, Health and Safety Acts;

•	 Advocating on behalf of members and in 
the interests of finance sector employees 
in all relevant tribunals, courts of law, 
parliamentary committees and inquiries;

•	 Administering union resources;

•	 Other matters as directed by the National 
Executive.

Results of Activities

During the period 1/7/16-30/6/17, the 
Finance Sector Union:

•	 Received application for and admitted 
4539 members;

•	 Appointed 447 members as FSU 
workplace representatives;

•	 Provided training to 238 workplace 

representatives;

•	 Negotiated and had approved 30 
enterprise agreements covering 
approximately 67 151 employees.

•	 Made at least 8 submissions to, and 
appeared before, Commonwealth of 
Australia Parliamentary Committees and 
various Federal and State inquiries and 
consultations.

•	 Made approximately 21 applications 
to Fair Work Commission regarding 
industrial disputes, award variations and 
seeking award coverage of award free 
employees;

•	 Provided representation to 3691 
members at the workplace or enterprise 
level;

•	 Was party to more than 80 collective 
agreements in current operations across 
the finance sector.

Significant changes in financial affairs

There was no significant change to the 
nature of the activities of the union during 
the reporting period. There were no 
significant changes to the union’s financial 
affairs during the reporting period.

Right of members to resign

In accordance with Section 174 of the Fair 
Work (Registered Organisations) Act 2009, 
members of the union may resign from 
membership by written notice addressed 
and delivered to the National Secretary or 
the relevant Local Executive Secretary.

officers or members who are 
superannuation fund trustee(s) 
(include position details) or director of a 
company that is a superannuation fund 
trustee

No officer or member of the reporting unit 
holds a position as a trustee or director of 
a superannuation entity or exempt public 
sector superannuation scheme where 
the criterion for holding such position is 
that they are an officer or member of an 
organisation.

Number of members

In accordance with Section 230 of the Fair 
Work (Registered Organisations) Act 2009, 
the union had a recorded 31 236 members 
at the end of the reporting period.

Number of employees

The union employed 151 employees 
nationally at the end of the reporting period.

Names of Committee of Management 
members and period positions held 
during the financial year

The name of each person holding a position 
on the National Executive of the union 
during the reporting period is as follows:

Julia Angrisano 
Louise Arnfield
Marcia Byrnes (from 31 December 2016)
Melissa Carmichael (from 31 December 
2016)
Geoff Derrick (till 1 May 2017)
Julie Engel
Paul Everson (till 31 December 2016)
Adam Fay
Paul Ferrari
Jason Hall
Dolly Jensen
Pauline Olson (from 1 August 2016) 
Rebecca Reilly 
Paul Selke (till 31 December 2016)
Dianne Marshall
Darren Martin
Nathan Rees (from 15 May 2017)
Susanne Pearce
Wendy Streets
Peter Tancred
Peter Waclawik (till 1 August 2016)

All members held their position for the entire 
financial year unless indicated otherwise.

Signature of designated officer

Name of designated officer

Title of designated officer

Date

OpERATINg REpORT
For the period ending 30 June 2017




